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Mr Bob Becher with equipment to undertake the Becher Process which is a 
breakthrough in the mineral sands industry 

The metallurgist who cared about the 
environment 
 
Not only was Bob Becher an 
innovative and creative 
metallurgist, he was 
concerned about the 
environment – which is one 
of the main reasons he 
developed the Becher 
Process.  
 
He and a colleague had seen 
the coastal damage caused 
at Burnie in Tasmania by 
effluent from a titanium 
plant. 
 
“In order to avoid damage to 
the Bunbury coastline, I 
invented the ‘Becher 
Process’ for the conversion 

of ilmenite to synthetic rutile 
and this avoided pollution of 
the ocean and beaches,” he 
wrote in a 1996 history of the then Mineral Processing Laboratory. 
 
But back in the 1960s, not everyone had an awareness of the potential value of such intellectual 
property. 
 
“… the then Director of Industrial Development was so much against my invention that I had to patent 
the process at my own expense. (Even the CSIRO was against the project.),” Becher wrote. 
 
“Later, when the importance of the invention was realised I had to give the patent right back to the 
Government.“ 
 
Although he invented the process, Dr Becher was generous in acknowledging the role of his public 
sector colleagues. 
 
“The Becher Process was invented by me (as shown on the Patent) while employed in the Department 
of Industrial Development but was developed by me and my colleagues in the Government Chemical 
Laboratories, Division of Engineering Chemistry which is now, in 1996, The Mineral Processing 
Laboratory in the Department of Minerals and Energy.” 
 
The new process proved to be a billion dollar idea for industry. 
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“It is very gratifying to all the many scientists and technicians that have worked on the Becher Process 
that is has been so successful and particularly for the Mineral Processing Laboratory,” Becher wrote. 
 
“The value of this laboratory's research is apparent as the synthetic rutile process in 1995, together 
with the titanium pigment production, earns approximately a billion dollars per year for Australia and 
has created about 1,000 jobs.” 
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